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Equivariant neural networks have been successful in incorporating various types
of symmetries, but they are mostly limited to vector representations of geometric
objects. Despite the prevalence of higher-order tensors in various application
domains, e.g. in quantum chemistry, equivariant neural networks for general
tensors remain unexplored. Previous strategies for learning equivariant functions
on tensors mostly rely on expensive tensor factorization which is not scalable when
the dimensionality of the problem becomes large. In this work, we propose unitary
N -body tensor equivariant neural network (UNiTE), an architecture for a general
class of symmetric tensors called N -body tensors. The proposed neural network is
equivariant with respect to the actions of a unitary group, such as the group of 3D
rotations. Furthermore, it has a linear time complexity with respect to the number
of non-zero elements in the tensor. We also introduce a normalization method, viz.,
Equivariant Normalization, to improve generalization of the neural network while
preserving symmetry. When applied to quantum chemistry, UNiTE outperforms all
state-of-the-art machine learning methods of that domain with over 110% average
improvements on multiple benchmarks. Finally, we show that UNiTE achieves
a robust zero-shot generalization performance on diverse down stream chemistry
tasks, while being three orders of magnitude faster than conventional numerical
methods with competitive accuracy.
1 Introduction
Geometric deep learning is focused on building neural network models for geometric objects, and it
needs to encode the symmetries present in the problem domain [1]. A geometric object is usually
represented using a reference frame input to the neural network model. Symmetries are incorporated
via the concept of equivariance defined as the property of being independent of the choice of reference
frame.
One intuitive and common way to encode a geometric object is to represent it as the positions of a
collection of points, i.e. a set of vectors. Examples include point clouds [2], grids [3] and meshes
[4]. Many previous geometric learning methods, termed equivariant neural networks, have been
designed by considering how the vectors transform under symmetry operations on the reference
frames. These equivariant neural networks have successfully ‘baked’ symmetries into deep neural











































Figure 1: Examples of N -body tensors.
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Figure 2: Illustrating an N -body tensor with N = 2. Imagine Alice and Bo are doing experiments
with two bar magnets without knowing each other’s reference frame. The magnetic interactions
depend on both bar magnets’ orientations and can be written as a 2-body tensor. When Alice make a
rotation on her reference frame, sub-tensors containing index A are transformed by a unitary matrix
UA, giving rise to the 2-body tensor coefficients in the transformed basis. We design neural network
to be equivariant to all such local basis transformations.
However, we identify two remaining challenges that are not addressed in prior works:
(a) Prior works mostly focus on vector (i.e. order-1 tensor) representations of a geometric entity,
but constructing equivariant neural networks for general tensors is largely unexplored;
(b) They are often specific to one form of data or one class of groups, while lacking a more generic
framework.
Higher-order tensors are ubiquitous, and many famous problems in physical science, e.g. general
relativity, are defined using tensors of order larger than one. However, it is challenging to directly
apply equivariant neural networks for learning on those tensors. First, the order of learning targets of
interest, mostly scalars (order-0) or vectors (order-1), usually differ from the order of input tensors and
cannot be handled in those frameworks. Second, many equivariant neural networks rely on computing
tensor products of vectors and their decompositions in the neural network building blocks [2, 7],
which is not applicable to cases where the inputs are tensors. A few works designed for learning
equivariant functions on tensors in specific domains rely on tensor factorization [8], which is not
scalable when the order of tensors or the dimension of the physical spaces become large.
The absence of a more generic framework may limit their applicability when symmetries in the
learning problem become more complicated. For example, in particle physics, each particle is linked
with a different symmetry group [9]. Without a unified approach one has to exhaustively formulate
equivariant neural networks for every instance of such systems.
In this work, we are interested in general tensors that encode relations among multiple geometric
objects. We define a class of tensors T, which we call N-body tensors, that can describe such
N -object relations. Many forms of data can be interpreted as examples of N -body tensors (Figure 1).
For example, sequences are scalar-valued features concatenated together to form a flattened array
which is an order-1 tensor (e.g. word embeddings). They do not contain any positional information in
physical space, therefore their values are trivially unchanged when rotating the reference frame. Thus
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Figure 3: The UNiTE model architecture. UNiTE first initialize order-1 (vector) representations via a
diagonal sub-tensor reduction layer (Section 4.2), then updates representations through convolution,
message-passing (Section 4.1), and point-wise interaction blocks with Equivariant Normalization
(Section 4.3). A symmetry-informed pooling is used at the end to readout the predictions yθ.
with an extra directional information. When rotating the reference frame, the values recorded on
xyz-components of each sub-vector changes equivariantly. therefore velocity fields are interpreted as
1-body equivariant tensors. Graphs encode relational information between a set of nodes, defined by
their adjacency matrices (order-2 tensors). Since the adjacency matrix of a graph only contains scalar
values, graphs are also rotation-invariant and are 2-body invariant tensors.
To further motivate towards the general N -body case, we can consider a toy model where many bar
magnets are placed on a table (Figure 1d). The magnetic interaction between a pair of bar magnets
(say, Alice and Bo) in fact cannot be simply expressed by the magnets’ orientation vectors, but need
to be written as a 2× 2 matrix dependent on Alice’s and Bo’s reference frames. Values on the matrix
are rotationally-equivariant because it columns and rows are transformed by a rotation matrix as
Alice or Bo rotates their reference frames (Figure 2); hence, this is an example of 2-body equivariant
tensor. Given M bar magnets, the 2-body tensor representing the system depicted in Figure 1d is thus
a (2M × 2M) square matrix stacked from such 2× 2 matrices, which may be also viewed as a graph
of those order-2 sub-tensors (matrices).
We propose UNiTE for the general case of N -body equivariant tensors where both N -object relations
and physical-space information are present. Our contributions are:
• We present Unitary N -body Tensor Equivariant neural network (UNiTE), a novel architecture for
N -body tensors of any N in arbitrary-dimensional physical spaces. It is equivariant with respect to
unitary transformations on the reference frames and tensor index permutations.
• The proposed approach realizes equivariance without requiring explicit tensor factorization op-
erations. It is efficient, having a linear time complexity with respect to the number of non-zero
elements in the tensor.
• Generalization and training stability of equivariant neural networks is improved using a simple but
effective normalization scheme, Equivariant Normalization (EvNorm), proposed in this paper.
UNiTE has a modular architecture (Figure 3) that updates a set of latent order-1 (i.e. vectors)
representations: ht=0 7→ ht=1 7→ · · · 7→ ht=tf and performs pooling at the end. The vector
representations are defined on each geometric object ht := [ht1,h
t
2, · · · ,htd].
The initial vector representations ht=0 are generated by decomposing diagonal sub-tensors of the
N -body tensor into vectors without explicitly solving tensor factorization, based on a theoretical
result in this work which is connected to the Wigner-Eckart Theorem in quantum physics [10]. We
now give some intuitive explanations for our theoretical results: the diagonal sub-tensors can be
viewed as isolated systems because they can be modeled as being infinitely apart and only interacting
with an external field. The Wigner-Eckart Theorem describes rotational symmetry for such isolated
systems, and we generalize it to N -body tensors in our work.
Each update step ht 7→ ht+1 is composed of (a) Convolution, (b) Message passing, and (c) Point-wise
interaction blocks. All such blocks are designed to be equivariant with respect to index permutations
and both global and local reference-frame transformations, by (a) contracting the N -body tensor
with vector representations ht to make the contracted tensor dimensions invariant to reference-frame
transformations, and (b) designing neural network layers on ht that preserve its transformation rule
under rotations and reflections. Thus, we have an end-to-end equivariant neural network.
In an update step ht 7→ ht+1, each sub-tensor of the N -body tensor input T is first contracted with
products of the vector representations ht. This tensor contraction operation can be interpreted as
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performing an (N − 1) dimensional convolution using the sub-tensors of T as convolution kernels,
therefore we call it convolution-in-sub-tensors block. The convolution outputs from each sub-tensor
is an order-1 tensor (i.e. vectors); those convolution outputs are then passed into a message-passing
block, which is analogous to a message-passing operation on edges in graph neural networks (GNNs)
but are performed on hypergraph edges connecting N nodes. The outputs are then fed into a point-
wise interaction block with the previous-step representation ht to complete the update ht 7→ ht+1.
The point-wise interaction blocks are constructed as a stack of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), vector
outer-products and skip connections. Within those blocks, a matching layer is used to ‘glue’ the basis
of ht with the basis used to define the tensor T. This ensures equivariance is maintained.
In addition, we propose a novel normalization layer, Equivariant Normalization (EvNorm). EvNorm
normalizes the scales of vectors in the order-1 (i.e. vectors) representation, while recording those
vectors’ directional information to be recovered after normalization. Therefore it performs nor-
malization without sacrificing model equivariance. EvNorm can be feasibly integrated within a
point-wise interaction block through first applying EvNorm on the input vector representations, then
using an MLP to the array of normalized vector scales, and finally multiplying the vector directions
recorded by EvNorm to the MLP’s output. In practice, we found using EvNorm within the point-wise
interaction blocks greatly stabilizes training, improves model generalization, and eliminates the need
for hand-tuning weight initializations and learning rates across different tasks.
In UNiTE, the only operation explicitly performed on the tensor input is the (N − 1) dimensional
convolution, which has a linear time complexity with respect to the number of non-zero elements in
the N -body tensor. The scalability of the architecture is therefore ensured.
Quantum chemistry with UNiTE. One main motivation for us to develop UNiTE is to enable
learning quantum chemistry properties based on 2-body and higher-order tensor representations of
molecules. Such N -body tensor molecular representations are necessary to encode the interactions
between electrons and atoms, since their motions are quantum-mechanical and are described by
high-dimensional functions. Furthermore, the chemical properties predicted by the model need to
satisfy their symmetry constraints. When applied to quantum chemistry, empirically we find UNiTE
showing superior performance over all existing machine learning approaches for that domain - even
when including methods that were expert-engineered at predicting certain chemical properties. On
average, it outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by 150% on QM9, 114% on MD17 and 50-75%
on electron densities.
Beyond data efficiency on benchmarks in train-test split settings, a more practical and challenging
aspect is whether the neural network can deduce down-stream properties of humans’ interest once
being trained on primitive physical quantities. This aspect is even more critical in the domain
of quantum chemistry, where all chemical reactions are fundamentally related to the energies of
molecules through the famous Schrödinger equation, but directly obtaining down-stream properties
about chemical reactions by solving the Schrödinger equation is both theoretically and computa-
tionally prohibitive. In this work, we find UNiTE model pre-trained on energies of 236k molecules
achieves robust performance on various practical, down stream chemistry tasks without any model
fine-tuning. Even in such a zero-shot setting, it offers an accuracy similar or better than conventional
numerical methods with up to 3-orders-of-magnitude speedup.
2 Related works
Equivariant neural networks. Equivariant neural networks were first introduced for homogeneous
grid and point cloud data[2, 3, 7, 11], and have been generalized to symmetries on non-Euclidean
manifolds[4, 12, 13]. While being powerful, those architectures are typically designed based on
order-1 tensors in the geometry. In contrast, our goal is to develop equivariant neural network
operating on a N -body tensors for geometric data that may entail higher-order relational information.
Graph neural networks. Graph neural networks (GNNs) are gaining popularity for learning on
relational data [14, 15]. They are permutation-equivariant with respect to reordering the node indices
in the graph. Recent works have extended graph neural networks to hyper-graphs [16, 17], as well as
to equivariance under continuous symmetry transformations [11, 18] when the set of nodes in the
graph correspond to point clouds in the Euclidean space. GNNs on point clouds primarily focused on
the global 3D rotational symmetry, and achieve rotation-equivariance using either a set of harmonic
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basis functions [2, 19] or the simpler standard basis [18, 20]. Some GNNs have also been developed
with special interests in N-body physical simulation data or quantum chemistry [19–26].
Equivariance for order-N tensors. To our best knowledge, closest to ours in spirit is a pair
of recent works [8, 27] developed for a special class of order-2 SU(n) tensors in a high-energy
physics problem. They proposed to apply learnable equivariant transformations on those order-
2 tensors through eigen-decomposition, with a symmetrization algorithm eigenvalues to enforce
permutation equivariance. But in a general order-N setting, such an approach requires performing
tensor factorization for each order-N sub-tensor, which would introduce significant computational
costs and can be intractable when N or n become large.
3 N -body tensors
We are interested in a class of tensors T, for which each sub-tensor T~u := T(u1, u2, · · · , uN )
describes relation among a collection of N geometric objects defined in an n-dimensional physical
space. For simplicity, we will introduce the tensors of interest using a special case based on point
clouds embedded in the n-dimensional Euclidean space, associating a (possibly different) set of
orthogonal basis with each point’s neighbourhood. In this setting, our main focus is the change of
the order-N tensor’s coefficients when applying n-dimensional rotations and reflections to the local
reference frames. Our proposed approach can be generalized to non-flat manifolds, harmonic basis
and complex fields, and a general problem statement will be provided in Appendix A.
Definition 1 (N -body tensor). Let {x1,x2, · · · ,xd} be d points in Rn for each u ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d}.
For each point index u, we define an orthonormal basis (local reference frame) {eu;vu} centered at
xu
1, and denote the space spanned by the basis as Vu := span({eu;vu}) ⊆ Rn. We consider a tensor






(u1; v1), (u2; v2), · · · , (uN ; vN )
)
eu1;v1 ⊗ eu2;v2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ euN ;vN (1)
T̂ is a tensor of order-N and is an element of (
⊕d
u=1 Vu)
⊗N . We call its coefficients T an N-body
tensor if T is invariant to global translations (∀x0 ∈ Rn,T[x] = T[x + x0], and is symmetric:
T
(




(uσ1 ; vσ1), (uσ2 ; vσ2), · · · , (uσN ; vσN )
)
(2)
where σ denotes arbitrary permutation on its dimensions {1, 2, · · · , N}. Note that each sub-tensor,
T~u, does not have to be symmetric.
We aim to build neural networks F̂θ : (
⊕d
u=1 Vu)
⊗N → Y that map T̂ to order-1 tensor- or scalar-
valued outputs y ∈ Y . While T̂ can be thought as a geometric object that is independent of the
choice of local reference frame eu, its coefficents T (i.e. the N -body tensor) vary when rotating or
reflecting the basis eu := {eu;vu ; vu}, i.e. acted by an element Uu ∈ O(n). Therefore, the neural
network F̂θ should be constructed equivariant with repsect to those reference frame transformations.
Equivariance. For a map f : V → Y and a group G, f is said to be G-equivariant if for all g ∈ G
and v ∈ V , g · f(v) = f(g · v). In our case, the group G is composed of (a) Unitary transformations
Uu locally applied to basis: eu 7→ U†u · eu, which are rotations and reflections for Rn. Uu induces
transformations on tensor coefficients: T~u 7→ (Uu1 ⊗Uu2 ⊗ · · · ⊗UuN )T~u, and an intuitive example
for infinitesimal basis rotations in N = 2, n = 2 is shown in Figure 2; (b) Tensor index permutations:
(~u,~v) 7→ σ(~u,~v); (c) Global translations: x 7→ x + x0. For conciseness, we borrow the term
G-equivariance to say F̂θ is equivariant to all the symmetry transformations listed above.
To reiterate, our goal is to propose neural networks F̂θ that are not only G-equivariant, but also
scalable for general values of N and n, and efficient for implementation and training in practice.
1We additionally allow for 0 ∈ {eu;vu} to represent features in T that transform as scalars.
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4 Unitary N -body tensor equivariant neural network (UNiTE)
We propose our Unitary N -body Tensor Equivariant (UNiTE) neural network architecture (Figure 3).
Given an input N -body tensor, UNiTE first performs an efficient tensor order reduction on diagonal
sub-tensors to generate a set of representations ht=0. Then it updates the representations with t1
stacks of convolution, message-passing, and point-wise interaction blocks, followed by t2 stacks of
point-wise self interaction blocks. Finally, a symmetry-informed pooling operation is applied to the
final representations ht=tf at tf = t1 + t2 to readout the predictions.
4.1 Convolutions and message passing on T
Convolution in sub-tensors. In an update step ht 7→ ht+1, sub-tensors of T are contracted with
















which can be viewed as a (N − 1)-dimensional convolution operation between each sub-tensor T~u




uj in the i-th convolution channel. This (N − 1)-
dimensional convolution gives an order-1 tensor output mt~u for each sub-tensor index ~u. ρu is called
a matching layer at index u, which will be defined later.
Message-passing on convolution outputs. mt~u are then aggregated into each index u by summing
over the indices u2, u3, · · · , uN , analogous to a ‘message-passing’ between nodes and edges in
common realizations of graph neural networks [15]. We define the following equivariant message

















where αt,j~u are reference-frame-invariant, scalar-valued weights for improving the network capacity,
and their parameterizations are discussed in Appendix C. In Equation 5, the aggregated equivariant
messages m̃tA are interacted with h
t
u through an point-wise interaction block φ(·, ·) to complete the
update htu 7→ ht+1u , which we elaborate in Section 4.3. Equations 3-5 form the backbone of UNiTE,
which can be shown to satisfy G-equivariance (see Appendix A for proofs).
4.2 Embedding through diagonal sub-tensor reduction
Here we take a step backward and discuss the construction of initial order-1 representations, ht=0. We
note that in general those order-1 embeddings can be uniquely extracted from the diagonal sub-tensors
of the N -body tensor T based on group representation theory. We use the short-hand notation Tu to
denote the u-th diagonal sub-tensors of T, i.e. {Tu} := {T~u;u1 = u2 = · · · = uN = u}.
Theorem 1 (Diagonal sub-tensors of an N -body tensor are reducible) (Informal) Tu can
be uniquely expressed as a linear combination of order-1 tensors (i.e. vectors). Such a linear
combination coefficients do not depend on T. Those order-1 tensors transform under the irreducible
representations of the group O(n) when rotating or reflecting the reference frames.
The above theorem is a consequence of group representation properties of O(n) and realizing that Tu
has a symmetric tensor decomposition which allows for identifying a special case of the Schur–Weyl
duality. See Appendix A for a formal statement and proof. Based upon Theorem 1, we can obtain a
practically useful result for generating the desired order-1 embeddings ht=0u from Tu:
Lemma 1 Let (πlp)m denote the m-th basis component for the l-th irreducible representation
of SO(n), with p ∈ {+1,−1} denoting whether πlp flips its sign under point reflections. For each
allowed l,m, p where l ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N}, there exist nl×nN T-independent scalar coefficentsQ~vnlpm
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Tu(v1, v2, · · · vN )Q~vnlpm for n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nl} (6)
such that the linear map ψ is injective,
∑












Wigner-Eckart layer ψ . Lemma 1 implies that we can use a fixed set of at most n2N coefficients Q
to uniquely map the diagonal sub-tensors of T to order-1 G-equivariant embeddings ht=0u := ψ(Tu),
without solving tensor factorization on Tu. Q can be shown to further decompose into products of
O(n) Clebsch-Gordan coefficents which can simplify the contraction (6), and in practice Q can be
numerically tabulated using integrals of radial functions and spherical harmonics (see Appendix A
and B.3). Lemma 1 can be regarded as a generalization of the Wigner-Eckart theorem originally
defined for (N = 2, n = 3), therefore we also refer to ψ defined in (6) as a Wigner-Eckart layer.
4.3 Interacting and normalizing representations with equivariance
Equivariant Normalization (EvNorm). We propose a normalization scheme on order-1 tensors
to improve generalization while preserving G-equivariance. Given an order-1 tensor x, we define






||xnlp||+ 1/βnlp + ε
(8)
where µxnlp and σ
x
nlp are mean and variance estimates of the invariant content ||x||; they can be
obtained from either batch or layer statistics as in normalization schemes developed for scalar
neural networks [28, 29]; βnlp are positive, learnable scalars controlling the fraction of vector scale
information from x to be retained in x̂, and ε is a numerical stability factor. The proposed EvNorm
operation (8) decouples the order-1 tensor x to the normalized scalar-valued tensor x̄ suitable for
being transformed by an MLP, and a ‘pure-direction’ tensor x̂ that can be later multiplied to the
MLP-transformed normalized invariant content to finish updating x. Note that in (8), zero is always a
fixed point of the map x 7→ x̂ and the vector directions information x is always preserved. As shown
in an ablation study (Section E.1), we find EvNorm empirically improving training convergence
speed, generalization, and robustness with respect to varying learning rates.
Point-wise interaction block φ . We propose a point-wise interaction block (φ in (5)) as a modular
component to construct F̂θ, which equivariantly update ht+1u = φ(htu,gu) by coupling another
order-1 (i.e. vector) tensor gu (e.g. m̃tu in (5), or h
t
u itself) with h
t
u, and performing normalizations:
f tu = MLP1(h̄
t
A) ĥtu where (h̄tu, ĥtu) = EvNorm(htu) (9)














u + MLP2(q̄u) q̂u where (q̄u, q̂u) = EvNorm(qu) (11)
where Clml1m1;l2m2 are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients known for relating vectors to their tensor products,
δji is a Kronecker delta function, and MLP1 and MLP2 denote multi-layer perceptrons. See Appendix
A for the proof on G-equivariance.
Symmetry-informed pooling. Once the representations htu are updated to the last step h
tf
u , a
pooling operation {htfu } 7→ yθ can be employed to readout the target prediction. Due to equivariance,
we can flexibly address the the symmetry prior of the learning task by designing pooling schemes
without modifying the model architecture. For quantum-chemistry tasks, we define a class of pooling
operations detailed in Appendix B.4; for example, a molecule’s dipole vecor can be predicted as
~µ =
∑
u(~ru · qu + ~µu) where ~ru is the atom u’s position, and atomic charges qu and atomic dipoles




Matching layer ρu . One subtlety that must be addressed for the convolution-message-passing
layers (3-5) is that the basis eu for the local reference frame at point u may differ from the underlying
basis for the vector representations htu. However, we can construct matching layers ρu and ρ
†
u to




















u)v · 〈(πlp)m, eu;v〉 (13)
where Wl,W
†
l are learnable linear functions, and a careful treatment for the inner product 〈eu,π〉
will be discussed in Appendix A. For a simple example that eu is the standard basis of R3 and there










l 6=1,p,m ≡ 0, where v ∈ R
3 and Ylm is the spherical harmonic of degree l and order m.
Several more technical aspects, including the case of multiple input channels, algorithm complexity
and efficient implementations are discussed in Appendix C.
5 Experimental results
Problem statement. Quantum chemistry studies interactions among atoms and electrons in a
molecular system. We aim to learn quantum chemistry properties through utilizing 2-body tensor
representations for molecules originated from physical approximations on such electron-atom interac-
tions. A scientific background and the approach to generate the tensor-based molecular representation
are provided in Appendix B. All the ground-truth labels of the benchmarks were generated based on
a conventional numerical method, i.e. Density Function Theory (DFT).
We first explore UNiTE’s performance on learning quantum-chemical properties including single-
point energy, forces, dipole moment, electron density, molecular orbital energies and thermal proper-
ties on several open-source machine learning datasets. Then, using a UNiTE model trained only on
energies, we perform zero-shot generalization to a variety of quantum chemical benchmarks, with
comparison to physics-based and ML models. We use the same set of model hyperparameters for
obtaining all experimental results. See Appendix D for hyperparameter and training details.
5.1 QM9
The QM9 dataset [30] contains 134k small organic molecules with up to 9 heavy (CNOF) atoms in
their equilibrium geometries, with scalar-valued chemical properties computed by DFT. Due to its
simple chemical composition and multiple tasks, QM9 is widely used to benchmark deep learning
methods [19–22, 26, 31]. Following previous works, we use 110000 random samples as the training
set and another 10831 samples as the test set. As shown in Table 1, we observe state-of-the-art
performance on all 12 targets with a 150% average decrease of MAE relative to the second best model.
Especially, UNiTE achieves qualitative improvements on dipole norm µ, electronic spatial extent
〈R2〉, HOMO/LUMO energies and gap εHOMO, εLUMO,∆ε, which are deeply rooted in the electronic
structure in their formulations. We also perform experiments on two representative targets, energy U0
and dipole vector ~µ, for which a plethora of task-specific ML models has previously been developed
[32–37]; as shown in Figure 4, UNiTE outperforms not only deep learning methods but also kernel
methods with expert-engineered features across all sizes of training data. See Appendix F.2 for
reference calculation details of ~µ. Uncertainty estimations on the reported prediction error statistics
are provided in Appendix E.2.
5.2 MD17
The MD17 dataset [38] contains energy and force labels from molecular dynamics trajectories of
eight small organic molecules, and is used to benchmark ML methods for modelling a single instance
of a molecular potential energy surface. We train UNiTE simultaneously on energies and forces of
1000 geometries of each molecule and test on another 1000 geometries of the same molecule, using
reported dataset splits and revised labels [39] (see Appendix D for details). As shown in Table 2,
UNiTE achieves over 110% average improvements on both energies and forces, when compared to
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Table 1: Prediction MAEs on QM9 for models trained on 110k samples. The best results on each task
are marked in bold and the second-bests are indicated by underline. UNiTE achieves state-of-the-art
on all 12 targets, outperforming the second-best (SphereNet) by 150% on average.
Target Unit SchNet PhysNet Cormorant DimeNet++ PaiNN SphereNet (Ours)UNiTE
µ mD 33 53 38 29.7 12 26.9 6.3
α a30 0.235 0.062 0.085 0.044 0.045 0.047 0.036
εHOMO meV 41 34 32.9 24.6 27.6 23.6 9.9
εLUMO meV 34 24.7 38 19.5 20.4 18.9 12.7
∆ε meV 63 42.5 38 32.6 45.7 32.3 17.3
〈R2〉 a20 0.073 0.765 0.961 0.331 0.066 0.292 0.030
ZPVE meV 1.7 1.4 2.0 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.1
U0 meV 14 8.2 22 6.3 5.9 6.3 3.5
U meV 19 8.3 21 6.3 5.8 7.3 3.5
H meV 14 8.4 21 6.5 6.0 6.4 3.5




0.033 0.028 0.026 0.023 0.024 0.022 0.022
std. MAE % 1.76 1.37 1.44 0.98 1.01 0.94 0.47
log. MAE - -5.2 -5.4 -5.0 -5.7 -5.8 -5.7 -6.4
(a) Energy U0
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(b) Dipole moment vector ~µ
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Figure 4: Comparing UNiTE to task-specific models and deep learning methods for (a) energy U0
and (b) dipole moment vector ~µ on QM9 at different training data sizes.
kernel methods [39, 40] and graph neural networks [20, 24, 25]. We note that [20, 24, 25, 40] did
not use the revised MD17 energy labels [39] hence their reported energy MAEs may be affected by
numerical noises; however, UNiTE is clearly of better prediction accuracy on forces, and is better on
energies when compared to FCHL19 which used the same ground truth energy labels.
5.3 Electron density
We next focus on the more challenging task of predicting the electron density of molecules ρ(~r) :
R3 → R which plays an essential role in both the theoretical formulation and practical construction
of DFT, and in the interpretation of molecular electronic structure more broadly. Equivariance enables
UNiTE to efficiently learn ρ(~r) in a compact spherical expansion basis (see Appendix B.4.6). As
shown in Table 3, compared to two baselines [42, 43] developed for learning ρ(~r), UNiTE achieves
50-75% reduction in mean L1 density error ερ :=
∫
|ρ(~r)−ρθ(~r)|d~r∫
|ρ(~r)|d~r where ρθ(~r) denotes the model-
predicted electron density. We use a 3D cubic grid of voxel spacing (0.2, 0.2, 0.2) Bohr with cutoff at
ρ(~r) = 10−5(Bohr−3) to compute ερ for each molecule. Remarkably, UNiTE is also more efficient
at training compared to SA-GPR [42] which has a cubic training time complexity, and at inference
compared to DeepDFT [43] which requires evaluating part of the neural network at each grid point ~r.
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Table 2: Prediction MAEs on MD17 energies (in kcal/mol) and forces (in kcal/mol/Å) for mod-
els trained on 1000 samples. On average, UNiTE outperforms the second-best energy model
(FCHL19/GPR) by 138% and the second-best force model (NequIP) by 114%. Uncertainties are
estimated as the standard deviation of MAE on the test set for 3 independently trained models.
Molecule Kernel Methods Neural NetworkssGDML FCHL19 DimeNet NequIP PaiNN UNiTE (Ours)
Aspirin Energy 0.19 0.144 0.204 - 0.159 0.056±0.002Forces 0.68 0.481 0.499 0.348 0.371 0.181±0.005
Ethanol Energy 0.07 0.021 0.064 - 0.063 0.017±0.000Forces 0.33 0.144 0.230 0.208 0.230 0.096±0.002
Malonaldehyde Energy 0.10 0.035 0.104 - 0.091 0.029±0.001Forces 0.41 0.237 0.383 0.337 0.319 0.163±0.005
Naphthalene Energy 0.12 0.028 0.122 - 0.117 0.010±0.000Forces 0.11 0.150 0.215 0.096 0.083 0.055±0.001
Salicylic Acid Energy 0.12 0.041 0.134 - 0.114 0.017±0.000Forces 0.28 0.220 0.374 0.238 0.209 0.095±0.001
Toluene Energy 0.10 0.039 0.102 - 0.097 0.013±0.000Forces 0.14 0.204 0.216 0.101 0.102 0.067±0.001
Uracil Energy 0.11 0.013 0.115 - 0.104 0.013±0.001Forces 0.24 0.097 0.301 0.172 0.140 0.087±0.005
Benzene Energy 0.10 0.008 0.078 - - 0.002±0.000Forces 0.06 0.060 0.187 0.053 - 0.016±0.001
Table 3: Electron charge density learning statistics. UNiTE outperforms baselines by 52% on
BfDB-SSI and 75% on QM9 in ερ with significant training or inference efficiency advantages.
Dataset Training samples Mean test error ερ (%)SA-GPR DeepDFT UNiTE (Ours)
BfDB-SSI [41] 2000 0.29 - 0.191±0.003
QM9 [30] 123835 - 0.36 0.206±0.001
Table 4: Benchmarking UNiTE against representative semi-empirical quantum mechanics (SEQM),
machine learning (ML), and density functional theory (DFT) methods on down-steam tasks.







Speed2 [44] Relativetime-to-solution↓ ~5 ~4 ~200 ~1
Data efficiency - Training dataset size ↓ - 8.9M - 236K
Drug chemistry
coverage [44] Sample coverage rate ↑ 100% 81% 100% 100%
General chemistry
coverage [45] Subset coverage rate ↑ 100% 36% 100% 67%
Conformer ordering [44] R2[DLPNO] ↑ 0.63±0.04 0.63±0.06 0.90±0.01 0.89±0.02
Torsion profiles [46] MAE (kcal/mol) ↓ 0.73±0.01 0.90±0.01 0.29±0.00 0.17±0.00
Reaction energies [45] WTMAD-2 ↓ 36.1±3.8 19.2±10.1 14.6±1.6 14.6±4.3
Intra-molecular
interactions [45] WTMAD-2 ↓ 25.1±2.4 29.6±5.8 8.6±0.9 10.3±1.7
Geometry [47]
RMSD (Å) ↓ 0.21±0.08 FAIL 0.06±0.01 0.06±0.01optimizations [48] 0.60±0.06 FAIL 0.51±0.07 0.18±0.02
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5.4 Down stream chemistry tasks
To evaluate UNiTE’s performance as a black-box quantum chemistry method, we train a UNiTE
model on the DFT energies of 236k samples with broad chemical space coverage, non-equilibrium
geometries, and include charged systems (see Appendix F.1). Without any model fine-tuning, we
directly apply it to down-stream tasks commonly used to benchmark quantum-chemistry simulation
methods (detailed in Appendix F.3). In this zero-shot setting, our pretrained model achieves accuracy
similar or better than a popular DFT method [49] while being around 200x faster on CPUs (>1000x
if running ours on GPUs), and is significantly better than representative semi-empirical quantum
mechanics methods [50] or machine learning methods [51] which offer comparable speeds.
6 Discussion and conclusions
We propose UNiTE, a neural network framework for learning general N -body tensors. It shows
superior performance when applied to quantum chemistry, achieving up to three orders of magnitude
speedup compared to DFT on down stream chemical tasks. A limitation of our approach is the model
cannot be applied to several edge cases such as all diagonal sub-tensors are zeros, therefore is not
universal; however we expect such examples to be rare in physical sciences. A natural future direction
is to extend the formalism to general asymmetric order-N tensors through representation-theoretic
techniques. Given its demonstrated performance on practical tasks, we anticipate UNiTE to be useful
in scientific applications in chemistry, quantum physics and other domains.
Broader Impacts
Our contribution is a neural network framework with primary focus on tensor-based problems in
physical sciences. Data used in this study do not contain human-related or offensive content. Although
we do not foresee any direct negative societal impacts associated with human-related objects, we
note that training the model may produce carbon emissons that should be taken into consideration
for large-scale application scenarios. However, we also anticipate our approach to reduce carbon
footprint in long terms by replacing more compute-intensive solvers. We expect our approach to be
practically beneficial to the society when applied to tasks such as drug discovery and the study of
elementary particles.
2All based on CPU timings. While neural networks are better parallelized on GPUs, no GPU-based
implementations are available for GFN2-xTB and B97-3c and we report timings with the same hardware setup.
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A Problem setup, model architecture and proofs
We formally introduce the problem of interest, restate the definitions of the building blocks of UNiTE
(Section 4) using those formal notations, and prove the theoretical results claimed in this work.
A.1 N -body tensors
Definition A1 Let G1, G2, · · · , Gd denote unitary groups where Gu ⊂ U(n) are closed subgroups
of U(n) for each u ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d}. We denote G := G1 ×G2 × · · · ×Gd. Let (πL,VL) denote a
irreducible unitary representation of U(n) labelled by L. For each u ∈ {0, 1, · · · , d}, we assume
there is a finite-dimensional Banach space Vu '
⊕
L(VL)⊕KL where KL ∈ N is the multiplicity of
VL (e.g. the number of feature channels associated with representation index L), with basis {πL,M}u
such that span({πL,M,u; k, L,M}) = Vu for each u ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d} and k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,KL},
and span({πL,M,u;M}) ' VL for each u, L. We denote V :=
⊕
u Vu, and index notation v :=
(k, L,M). For a tensor T̂ ∈ V⊗N , we call the coefficients T of T̂ in the N -th direct products of
basis {πL,M,u;L,M, u} an N -body tensor, if T̂ = σ(T̂) for any permutation σ ∈ Sym(N) (i.e.
permutation invariant). Note that the vector spaces Vu do not need to be embed in the same space
Rn as in the special case from Definition 1, but can be originated from general ‘parameterizations’
u 7→ Vu, e.g. from a collection of coordinate charts on a manifold.
Corollary A1 If Vu = Cn, Gu = U(n) and πL,M,u = eM where {eM} is a standard basis of Cn,
then T is an N -body tensor if T̂ is permutation invariant.
Proof. Note that when Vu = Cn, π : Gu → U(Cn) is a fundamental representation of U(n). Since
the fundamental representations of a Lie group are irreducible, it follows that {eM} is a basis of a
irreducible representation of U(n), and T is an N -body tensor.
Similarly, when Vu = Rn and Gu = O(n) ⊂ U(n), T is an N -body tensor if T̂ is permutation
invariant. Then we can recover the special case based on point clouds in Rn in Definition 1.
Procedures for constructing complete bases for irreducible representations of U(n) with explicit
forms are well established [52]. A special case is Gu = SO(3), for which a common construction of
a complete set of {πL,M}u is using the spherical harmonics πL,M,u := Ylm; this is an example that
polynomials Ylm can be constructed as a basis of square-integrable functions on the 2-sphere L2(S2)
and consequently as a basis of the irreducible representations (πL,VL) for all L [53].
A.2 Decomposition of Tu and the Wigner-Eckart layer
We consider the algebraic structure of the diagonal sub-tensors Tu, which can be understood from
tensor products of irreducible representations.
First we note that for a sub-tensor T~u ∈ Vu1 ⊗ Vu2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VuN , the action of g ∈ G is given by
g ·T~u = (π(gu1)⊗ π(gu2)⊗ · · · ⊗ π(guN ))T~u (A1)
for diagonal sub-tensors Tu, this reduces to the action of a diagonal sub-group
g ·Tu = (π(gu)⊗ π(gu)⊗ · · · ⊗ π(gu))Tu (A2)
which forms a representation of Gu ∈ U(n) on V ⊗Nu . According to the isomorphism Vu '⊕




gu ·vL for v ∈ Vu where vL ∈ V
L, more
explicitly
g ·Tu(~k, ~L) = (UL1gu ⊗ U
L2




where we define the shorthand notation Tu(~k, ~L) := Tu
(
(k1, L1), (k2, L2), · · · , (kN , LN )
)
andULgu
denotes the unitary matrix representation of gu ∈ U(n) on VL expressed in the basis {πL,M,u;M},
on the vector space VL for the irreducible representation labelled by L. Therefore Tu(~k, ~L) ∈
VL1 ⊗ VL2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VLN is the representation space of an N -fold tensor product representations of
U(n). We note the following theorem for the decomposition of Tu(~k, ~L):
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Theorem A1 (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 of [54]) The representation of U(N) on the direct
product of VL1 ,VL2 , · · · ,VLN decomposes into direct sum of irreducible representations:












where µ(L1, L2, · · · , LN ;L) is the multiplicity of L denoting the number of replicas of VL being
present in the decomposition of VL1 ⊗ VL2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VLN .
Note that we have abstracted the labelling details for U(n) irreducible representations into the index
L. See [54] for proof and details on representation labelling. We now restate Theorem 1 in terms of
tensor products of irreducible representations.
Theorem 1 There exists an invertible linear map ψ : V ⊗Nu → V ?u :=
⊕
(VL)⊕µ(L;Vu) where
µ(L;Vu) ∈ N, such that for any Tu, L and ν ∈ {1, 2, · · · , µ(L;Vu)}, ψ(gu · Tu)ν,L = ULgu ·
ψ(Tu)ν,L if µ(L;Vu) > 0.
Proof. First note that each block Tu(~k, ~L) of Tu is an element of VL1⊗VL2⊗· · ·⊗VLN up to an iso-
morphism. (A5) in Theorem A1 states there is an invertible linear map ψ~L : V
L1⊗VL2⊗· · ·⊗VLN →⊕
L(VL)⊕µ(L1,L2,··· ,LN ;L), such that τ(gu) = (ψ~L)
−1 ◦ π(gu) ◦ ψ~L for any gu ∈ Gu, where
τ : Gu → U(VL1 ⊗ VL2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VLN ) and π : Gu → U(
⊕
L(VL)⊕µ(L1,L2,··· ,LN ;L)) are
representations of Gu. Note that π is defined as a direct sum of irreducible representations














~k, ~L))L and µ(L, Vu) :=
∑
~k,~L µ(L1, L2, · · · , LN ;L), which directly satisfies
ψ(gu ·Tu)ν,L = ψ(τ(gu)Tu)ν,L = ULguψ(Tu)ν,L for ν ∈ {1, 2, · · · , µ(L;Vu)}. Since each ψ~L are
finite-dimensional and invertible, it follows that the finite direct sum ψ is invertible.
We also restate Lemma 1 which was originally given based on representation indices of O(n):
Lemma 1 For each L where µ(L;Vu) > 0, there exist nL× dim(Vu)N T-independent coefficents
Q~vν,L,M parameterizing the linear transformation ψ that performs T~u 7→ hu := ψ(Tu), if u1 =







Tu(v1, v2, · · · vN )Q~vν,L,M for ν ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nL} (A6)
such that the linear map ψ is injective,
∑












Proof. According to Definition A1, a complete basis of V ⊗Nu is given by {πL1,M1,u ⊗ πL2,M2,u ⊗
· · · ⊗ πLN ,MN ,u; (~k, ~L, ~M)} and a complete basis of (V ?u )L is {πL,M,u;M}. Note that Vu and
(V ?u )L are both finite dimensional. Therefore an example of QL is the dim(Vu)
N × µ(L;Vu) matrix
representation of the bijective map ψ in the two basis, which proves the existence.
Note that Theorem 1 does not guarantee the resulting order-1 representations hu := ψ(Tu) (i.e.
vectors in V ?u ) to be invariant under permutations σ, as the ordering of {ν}L may change under
T 7→ σ(T). Hence, we realize that the symmetric condition on T is important to achieve permutation
equivariance for the decomposition V ⊗Nu → V ?u ; we note that Tu has a symmetric tensor factor-
ization and is an element of SymN (Vu), then algebraically the existence of a permutation-invariant
decomposition is ensured by the Schur-Weyl duality [55] giving the fact that all representations in
the decomposition of SymN (Vu) must commute with the symmetric group SN . With the matrix
representation Q in (A6), clearly for any σ, ψ(σ(Tu)) = σ(Tu) · Q = Tu · Q = ψ(Tu). For
general asymmetric N -body tensors, we expect the realization of permutation equivariance to be
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more complicated and may be done through tracking the Schur functors from the Schur-Weyl duality
in the decomposition of V ⊗Nu → V ?u , and is left as a direction for future works.
Additionally, the upper bound
∑
L nL ≤ dim(Vu)N is in practice often not saturated and the
contraction (A6) can be simplified. For example, when N > 2 it suffices to perform permutation-
invariant decomposition on symmetric Tu using a simple recursive procedure through Clebsch-





gu ) · (C
ν,L
L1;L2
)† = ULgu for ν ∈ {1, 2, · · · , µ(L1, L2;L)} (A8)
i.e., C parameterizes the isomorphism ψ~L of Theorem 1 for N = 2, ~L = (L1, L2). Then ψ can be
constructed with the procedure (Vu)⊗N 7→ V ′u ⊗ (Vu)⊗(N−2) 7→ V ′′u ⊗ (Vu)⊗(N−3) 7→ V ?u without
explicit order-N + 1 tensor contractions, where each reduction step can be parameterized using C.
Procedures for computing C for U(n) in general have been established [56, 57]. A specific example
used for numerical experiments in this work is O(3) ' SO(3) × Z2, where µ(L1, L2;L) ≤ 1
and the basis of an irreducible representation πL,M can be written as πL,M := |l,m, p〉 where
p ∈ {1,−1} and m ∈ {−l,−l + 1, · · · , l − 1, l}. |l,m, p〉 can be thought as a spherical harmonic
Ylm but may additionally flips sign under point reflections I depending on the parity index p:
I |l,m, p〉 = p · (−1)l |l,m, p〉 where ∀x ∈ R3, I(x) = −x. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C for






where Clml1m1;l2m2 are SO(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. If N = 2, the problem reduces to using
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to decompose Tu as a combination of matrix representations of spherical
tensor operators which are linear operators transforming under irreducible representation of SO(3),
based on the the Wigner-Eckart Theorem (see [10] for formal derivations). Remarkably, a recent
work [58] discussed connections of a class of neural networks to the Wigner-Eckart Theorem in the
context of operators in spherical CNNs, which also provides a nice review on this topic.
Both Vu and V ?u are defined as direct sums of the representation spaces VL of irreducible rep-
resentations of Gu, but each L may be associated with a different multiplicity KL or K?L (e.g.
different numbers of feature channels). We also allow for the case that the definition basis {eu;v}





v πu;L,M , or (Du)
L,M
v := 〈eu;v,πu;L,M 〉 where 〈·, ·〉 denotes an Hermitian
inner product, and we additionally define if KL = 0, 〈eu;v,πu;L,M 〉 := 0. We then give a natural
extension to Definition A1:
Definition A2 We extend the basis in Definition A1 for N -body tensors to {eu;v} where
span({eu;v; v}) = Vu, if D equivariantly maps between two equivalent representations of Gu:
Du · π2(gu) = π1(gu) ·Du ∀gu ∈ Gu (A10)
where π1 and π2 are matrix representations of gu on Vu ⊂ V ?u in basis {eu;v} and in basis {πu;L,M}.
Note that π2(gu) · v = ULgu · v for v ∈ V
L. This basis transformation is used to define the matching
layers (12) to ensure equivariance when manipulating tensor coefficients defined on different basis.
A.3 Neural network building blocks
To avoid confusions, we clarify that in all the sections below n refers to a feature channel index within
a irreducible representation group labelled by L, which should not be confused with dim(Vu). More
explicitly speaking, we note n ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,N hL} where N hL is the number of vectors in the order-1
tensor htu that transforms under the L-th irreducible representation Gu (i.e. the multiplicity of L
in htu). M ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,dim(VL)} indicates the M -th component of a vector in the representation
space of the L-th irreducible representation of Gu, corresponding to a basis vector πL,M,u. We also
denote the total number of feature channels in h as N h :=
∑
LN hL .
For a simple example, if the features in the order-1 representation ht are specified by L ∈ {0, 1},
N hL=0 = 8, N hL=1 = 4, dim(VL=0) = 1, and dim(VL=1) = 5, then N h = 8 + 4 = 12 and htu is
stored as an array with
∑
LN hL · dim(VL) = (8× 1 + 4× 5) = 28 numbers.
We reiterate that ~u := (u1, u2, · · · , uN ) is a sub-tensor index (location of a sub-tensor in the N -body
tensor T), and ~v := (v1, v2, · · · , vN ) is an element index in a sub-tensor T~u.
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Convolution and message passing. We first extend the definition of a convolution block (3) to







































||xnL||+ 1/βnL + ε
(A14)
Point-wise interaction φ. We adapt the notations and explicitly expand (9)-(11) for clarity. The
operations within a point-wise interaction block ht+1u = φ(h
t































(q̂u)nLM where (q̄u, q̂u) = EvNorm(qu)
(A17)
where ν : N+ → N+ assigns an output multiplicity index ν to a group of feature channels n.
For the special example of O(3) where the output multiplicity µ(L1, L2;L) ≤ 1 (see Theorem A1
for definitions), we can restrict ν(n) ≡ 1 for all values of n, and (A16) can be rewritten as












which is based on the construction of Cν(n),LML1M1;L2M2 in (A9). The above form exactly recovers (10).
Matching layers. Based on Definition A2, we can rewrite the operations of a general matching
























u)v · 〈πu;L,M , eu;v〉 (A20)
where WiL are learnable (1×N hL) matrices; W
†
L are learnable (N hL × (N iN j)) matrices where N i
denotes the number of convolution channels (number of allowed i in (3)) and N j denotes the number
of message passing weights on each ~u (number of allowed j in (4)).
A.4 G-equivariance
With main results from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 and basic linear algebra, the equivariance of UNiTE
can be straightforwardly proven. G-equivariance of the Wigner-Eckart layer ψ is stated in Lemma 1,
and it suffices to prove the equivariance for other building blocks.
Proof of U(n) equivariance for the convolution block (A11). For any g ∈ G:
∑
v2,··· ,vN




















































WiL · (Duj )L,Mvj · (π


















































































































































Proof of U(n) equivariance for the message passing block (A12)-(A13). From the invariance
























= π1(gu1) · m̃tu1 = g · m̃
t
u1
Proof of U(n) equivariance for EvNorm (A14). Note that the vector norm ||xnL|| is invariant
to unitary transformations xnL 7→ ULgu · xnL. Then (g · x) =
||xnL||−µxnL
σxnL
= x̄, and ̂(g xnL) =
(π2(gu)·x)nLM
||xnL||+1/βnL+ε = π
2(gu) · x̂nL = g · x̂nL.
Proof of U(n) equivariance for the point-wise interaction block (A15)-(A17). Equivariances for
(A15) and (A17) are direct consequences of the equivariance of EvNorm (g · x) = x̄ and ̂(g xnL) =
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g · x̂nL, if gu ·xnL = π2(gu) ·xnL ≡ ULgu ·xnL. Then it suffices to prove g · (qu)nL = U
L
gu · (qu)nL,
which is ensured by (A8):





(gu · f tu)nL1M1(gu · gu)nL2M2 C
ν(n),LM
L1M1;L2M2









gu · gu)nL2M2 C
ν(n),LM
L1M1;L2M2





















































= ULgu · (qu)nLM = π
2(gu) · (qu)nLM = g · (qu)nLM
For permutation equivariance, it suffices to realize σ(T) ≡ T due to the symmetric condition in
Definition 1 so (A11) is invariant under σ, the permutation invariance of ψ (see Equation A6), and
the actions of σ on network layers in φ defined for a single dimension {(u; v)} are trivial (since
σ(u) ≡ u). Hence the end-to-end G-equivariance of UNiTE is ensured.
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B UNiTE for Quantum Chemistry
Notations in this section are chosen to parallel the conventions in quantum chemistry, and should not
be confused with several quantities with duplicated symbols from previous sections.
B.1 Scientific background of learning tasks in Sec. 5
A molecule is formed by atomic nuclei and electrons. Although in a classical picture electrons in a
molecule are represented as bound to atoms, since the founding of quantum mechanics in the 1920s,
physicists realized that each electron in the molecule can in fact move in the 3D space. Their motions
are dictated by the Schrödinger equation: 3
ĤΨ(re) = E(R)Ψ(re) (B1)
where re denotes the positions of electrons, and R denotes the positions of atomic nuclei. Each
electron is moving in the 3-dimensional space, so for a molecule with N electrons, re can be thought
as a 3N dimensional vector in R3N . Ψ : R3N → R is called the wavefunction describing the behavior
of electrons. E(R) is the molecule’s energy.
Conceptually, (B1) can be used to study almost any chemical reaction in the universe without
performing an experiment in a laboratory. However, the Schrödinger equation (B1) asks the computer
to find a function Ψ(re) from the collection of all the functions living in the high-dimensional space
R3N formed by all possible electron positions, causing the search space to exponentially explode as
the system size N grows. For a simple molecule with around 100 electrons, it is estimated to take
longer than the age of the universe on world’s most advanced supercomputers.
To circumvent this curse of dimensionality in (B1), one strategy is to approximate Ψ(re) as products
of independent low-dimensional functions (anti-symmetrized by some operator P̂ ):
Ψ(re) ≈ P̂ ψ1(~r1) · ψ2(~r2) · · ·ψN−1(~rN−1) · ψN (~rN ) (B2)
which is taken by many conventional quantum chemistry methods for almost a century [60], and one
popular variant in this family is the density function theory (DFT). As one can expect, when using
the product state approximation (B2) the predicted energy of the molecular system E(R) will be
less accurate. While in most cases this loss of accuracy is fortunately tolerable, those conventional
methods such as DFT still have at leastO(N3) scaling and require fine discretization in their practical
setups. In today’s scientific and industrial applications like discovering new drugs or new battery
materials, it is typically required to solve the energy E(R) either for thousands of atoms or for
millions of time stamps; therefore, conventional methods including DFT are not practical for such
large-scale applications.
As another strategy, one may completely disregard Ψ(re) and aim to empirically construct a function
Eθ(R) to approximate the energy E(R), solely based on the atomic nuclei positions R:
E(R) ≈ Eθ(R) (B3)
(B3) has been known as determining a molecule’s ‘force-field’ since the 1960s [61] which has
involved countless efforts from domain experts, and has motivated recent machine learning works
attempting to construct Eθ(R) from data. While simulating molecules based on this strategy (B3) is
usually orders-of-magnitudes faster than conventional quantum chemistry methods such as DFT, it
requires either extensive domain expertise to parameterize it (for force-fields) or large amount of data
(for machine learning) to train the model to the desired accuracy. They are also found to be inaccurate
and lack robustness when applied to down-stream tasks out of their training distributions. Since they
are purely empirical and are unaware of quantum interaction carried by electrons (re in Ψ(re)), it is
not surprising to find such shortcomings.
The gap between quantum chemistry approximations as in (B2) and data-driven approximations (B3)
must be bridged to simultaneously satisfy the speed, accuracy and data efficiency requirements in real-
world molecular modelling applications. We aim at constructing a tensorial molecular representation
T[Ψ0] from a low-cost coarse-grained wavefunction Ψ0(re;R) to encode the quantum interaction
3We trade off strictness of physics for a more intuitive introduction. More rigorous and comprehensive
reviews on this topic can be found in articles and textbooks, such as [59].
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mapping T[Ψ0] to the target y. We will see that T[Ψ0] can be classified as 2-body tensors.
For molecular systems, Ψ0(re;R) can be naturally represented in atomic orbitals. To introduce this
representation, we briefly summarize the symbolic conventions commonly employed in quantum
mechanics.
Definition B1 (Dirac’s Bra-Kets.) Let V be a Hilbert space over C. For u, v ∈ V , their Hermitian
inner product is denoted by 〈u|v〉. We call |v〉 a ket and 〈u| a bra. When V is a finite dimensional
vector space, a bra 〈u| can be thought as a row vector and a ket |v〉 as a column vector.
In physicist’s convention |v〉 is referred to as a quantum state. In this section we restrict ourselves
to single-electron quantum states in the real space R3, where the Hilbert space is the function




∗(r)v(r)dr where u∗(r) denotes the complex conjugation of u(r).
Definition B2 (quantum operators.) A (single-electron-reduced) quantum operator Ô : V → V
is a self-adjoint linear operator. Ô|u〉 denotes the quantum operator acting on a ket vector. Given a
set of kets {|φi〉}, Oij := 〈φi|Ô|φj〉 is called a matrix representation of Ô.
Definition B3 (Atomic orbitals.) An atomic orbital |Φn,l,mA 〉 takes the functional form




||r−RA|| ), where RA is the nuclear position of atom A, zA
denotes the atomic number of atom A, RzAn,l is called a radial function and does not depend on the
direction of r−RA, and Ylm is a spherical harmonic of degree l and order m (not to be confused
with the order of N -body tensors). For hydrogen-like atoms Φn,l,mA (r) with certain forms of R
zA
n,l(r)
are known as the exact wavefunction solution of (B1), and for molecular systems they are employed
as the basis functions to numerically represent the many-electron wavefunction. It should be stressed
that in most cases, the collection of atomic orbitals are neither mutually orthogonal nor a complete
basis of V , but serves as a computationally tractable representation basis of Ψ(re;R). The particular
choice of Rn,l has been the subject of decades of research [62–64]. See Appendix B.2 for the
parameterization of Φn,l,mA (r) in our settings.
For the set of kets given by atomic orbitals {|Φn,l,mA 〉} of a molecule, we use O to denote the matrix
representation of a quantum operator Ô in {|Φn,l,mA 〉}, which is by definition a 2-body tensor with
the adaptation of notations T := O, ~u := (A,B) and ~v := (nA, lA,mA;nB , lB ,mB).
We featurize the molecule by such a 2-body tensor representation O[Ψ0] built from an coarse-grained
wavefunction Ψ0(re;R) and the atomic orbitals {|Φn,l,mA 〉} of the given molecule. The quantum
operators Ô[Ψ0] corresponding to the coarse-grained wavefunction Ψ0 are efficiently computed
via a Tight-binding Hamiltonian, as detailed in Appendix B.2. We emphasize that the required
computational time to generate Ô[Ψ0] is at least 103-fold lower than obtaining the ground-truth (e.g.
a DFT calculation), and the resulting 2-body tensor representation O[Ψ0] is infinitely differentiable
(e.g. with respect to atom coordinates R or external electric/magnetic fields).
B.2 The employed tensorial molecular representation and its back-propagation
The tensor-based molecular representation employed in this work is motivated by a pair of recent
works [35, 65], but we directly construct the features using atomic orbitals without the need of
compute-intensive post-processing algorithms to enforce rotational invariance in contrast to their
method. Ours can be also used to predict tensor-valued quantities.
In particular, this work (as well as [35] and [65]) constructs features based on the GFN1-xTB semi-
empirical electronic structure method [66]. As a member of the class of mean field or self-consistent
field quantum chemical methods, GFN1-xTB centers around the self-consistent solution of the
Roothaan-Hall equations,
FC = SCε. (B4)
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All boldface symbols are matrices (i.e. 2-tensors) represented in an atomic orbital basis. For the
particular case of GFN1-xTB, this basis is called STO-6G and comprises a set of hydrogen-like
orbitals approximated as sums of gaussian functions multiplied by polynomials. C is a compact
representation of the wavefunction Ψ0 of (B2). ε is a diagonal eigenvalue matrix. S is the overlap
matrix and is given by
Sµν = 〈µ|ν〉 (B5)
where µ and ν index the atomic orbital basis. F is the Fock matrix and is given by
F = h + G [P] . (B6)
h is the one-electron integrals, and includes electron-nuclear attraction and electron kinetic energy.
G is the two-electron integrals, and comprises the electron-electron repulsion. Approximation of G
is the key task for self-consistent field methods, and GFN1-xTB provides an accurate and efficient





nelec is the number of electrons, and a closed-shell singlet ground state is assumed for simplicity.
Equations B4 and B6 are solved for P.





The particular form of the GFN1-xTB electronic energy may be found in [66].
UNiTE is trained to predict the the quantum chemistry properties of a more accurate and expensive
electronic structure method (such as DFT) based on O := [F, P, S, h]. For the example of electronic
energy,
EDFT(R) ≈ ETB(R) + EUNiTE(O). (B9)
Note that F, P, S, and h all implicitly depend on R.
In addition to predicting E(R), it is also useful to predict its gradient with respect to nuclear
coordinates. For example, the nuclear gradient may be used to simulate molecular motion at finite
temperature, or to find representative equilibrium geometries by locally minimizing E(R) (e.g. in
the geometry optimization benchmark of Table 2). Rather than learning the gradient separately from
the energy, we directly differentiate the learned energy (B9). The partial derivative of the UNiTE
energy with respect to F, P, S, and h is determined through automatic differentiation (as with the
backpropagation of the loss during training). The partial derivatives of F, P, S, and h with respect to
R are computed following Appendix D of [65], with the simplification that the SAAO transformation
matrix X is replaced by the identity.
B.3 Parameterization of the Wigner-Eckart layer
Starting from this subsection, we restrict the group to O(3) which is the group of rotating/reflecting
atomic orbitals in the molecular representation (see Definition B1). Their irreducible representations
are labelled as L := (l, p) and M := m to parallel the commonly used convention for spherical
harmonics Ylm and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, as discussed in (A9).
For quantum chemistry tasks, we employ a physically-motivated scheme to efficiently construct Q













where ΦA are atomic orbital basis, and Φ̃A are constructed as products of Gaussian functions and
real spherical harmonics, defined as (for conciseness, at RA = 0):





where cn,l is a normalization constant such that
∫
r
||Φ̃n,l,mA (r))||2dr = 1 following the conventions
of ‘Gaussian basis functions’ [67]. For numerical experiments considered in this work, the scale
parameters γ are heuristically chosen as (in atomic units):
γn,l=0 := 128 · (0.5)n−1 where n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 16}
γn,l=1 := 32 · (0.25)n−1 where n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 8}
γn,l=2 := 4.0 · (0.25)n−1 where n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
The constructed Q̃ satisfies equivariance constraints on Q due to their relations to SO(3) Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients Clml1m1;l2m2 ∝
∫
r∈R3 Yl1m1(r)Yl2m2(r)(Ylm(r))
∗dr [10]. We note that for
molecular representations, this parameterization of the Wigner-Eckart layer ψ based on (B10) nat-
urally handles the subtlety that atomic orbitals ΦA are usually parameterized differently for each
chemical element, by projecting to the auxiliary basis Φ̃A which do not depend on the atomic numbers.
In practice Q̃ can be efficiently tabulated using existing programs such as [68].




















are then transformed by a point-wise interaction block (Equations 9-11) as the initial order-1 repre-
sentations, ht=0, to pass into UNiTE blocks.
B.4 Physics-informed pooling schemes for quantum chemical properties
We define schemes for learning different classes of chemical properties y ∈ Y without a need of
modifying the base architecture of UNiTE. We use A to denote an atom index, |A| to denote the total
number of atoms in the molecule, zA ∈ N+ to denote the atomic number of atom A, and ~RA ∈ R3 to
denote the atomic nuclei coordinate of atom A.
B.4.1 Scalar-valued extensive quantities
A representative target in this family is the molecular electronic energy E(R) (i.e., U0 in the conven-
tion of QM9), which is rotation-invariant and grows when increasing the system size (extensive). We









where Wo is a learnable linear layer and bozA are learnable biases for each atomic number z. To
account for nuclei contributions to molecular energies (which can be thought as as function of {zA}),
we initialize boz from a linear regression on the targets y based on {zA} to speed up training on those
tasks. This scheme is employed for learning U0, U ,H ,G, ZPVE and cv on QM9, for the energies part
in MD17 and for the model described in Section 5.4. For U0, U,H,G which are quantities derived
from E(R), we also initialized the model outputs as the tight-binding approximated electronic energy
ETB(R) (which is a known analytic function of O and R readily available at featurization time,
see [66]) to precondition the learning problem.
B.4.2 Dipole moment ~µ
The dipole moment ~µ can be thought as a vector in R3. It is modelled as a combination of atomic




(~RA · qA + ~µA) (B13)
qA = q
′








q′A := Wo,0 · (h
tf
A )l=0,p=1 + b
o
zA (B15)
(~µA)m := Wo,1 · (h
tf
A )l=1,p=1,m where m ∈ {x, y, z} (B16)
where Wo,0 and Wo,1 are learnable linear layers. Note that (B14) ensures the translation invariance
of the prediction. We use ~µTB to initialize the model outputs.
Note that UNiTE is trained by directly minimizing a loss function L(~µ, ~µθ) between the ground truth
and the predicted molecular dipole moment vectors. For the published QM9 reference labels [30]
only the dipole norm µ := ||~µ|| is available; we use the same pooling scheme to readout ~µθ but train
on L(µ, ||~µθ||) instead.
B.4.3 Polariziblity α




(αA + ~RA · ~pA) (B17)
αA := Wo,0 · (h
tf
A )l=0,p=1 + b
o
zA (B18)






(~p′A)m := Wo,1 · (h
tf
A )l=1,p=1,m where m ∈ {x, y, z} (B20)
which is inspirit similar to the pooling scheme for ~µ.
B.4.4 Molecular orbital properties
Molecular orbital (MO) properties, especially the energies of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO), the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and HOMO-LUMO gaps are important
quantum-chemical properties with known implications on chemical reactivity and catalysis [69].
However, we claim that point-cloud- or graph-based descriptors are fundamentally not sufficient
for learning such properties associated with individual MOs, since the target MOs are by definition
localized in the electron energy space (and are often spatially localized as well) which cannot be
trivially addressed by R-based descriptors which typically treats all atoms equivalently. Furthermore,
MO energies are intensive when varying the system sizes. Therefore, a qualitatively correct description
for learning MO properties such as HOMO-LUMO gaps requires breaking the spatial degeneracy
within the molecular representation, and the neural network outputs need to be size-intensive.
For proof-of-principle purposes, in this study we supplied the following tight-binding-orbital-derived
features Dkocc and Dkvir to the molecular representation O additional to the F, P, S, h described in








CiµCiν · exp(−kvir · (εi − εLUMO)) · (1− ni) (B22)
where εi and ni are the orbital energy and occupation number of the i-th tight-binding orbital. In
this work we heuristically choose kocc ∈ {4, 16, 64, 256} and kvir ∈ {4, 16, 64, 256} (in atomic
units) without hand-tuning kocc and kvir. In the pooling layer of UNiTE, we design the following
global-attention based pooling to produce size-intensive predictions:


















where Wa and Wo are learnable linear layers and bozA are learnable biases for each atomic number z.
Similar to energy tasks, we initialize boz from a linear fitting on the targets to precondition training.
We take the difference between the predicted HOMO energies (εHOMO) and LUMO energies (εLUMO)
as the HOMO-LUMO Gap (∆ε) predictions. As shown in Table 1, we find UNiTE together with
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this choice of molecular representation achieves significant improvements when compared previous
ML approaches at predicting εHOMO, εLUMO, and ∆ε. We note that it is also possible to construct a
framework to learn MO properties by directly taking the tight-binding MO coefficients C (defined in
(B4)) as features, which requires extending the UNiTE implementation to group U(1)×O(3) to be
equivariant to orbital phase symmetries, and is left as a direction for future works.
B.4.5 Electronic spatial extent 〈R2〉








~RA · qA + ~µA)∑
A qA
(B26)
qA := Wo,0 · (h
tf
A )l=0,p=1 + b
o
zA (B27)
(~µA)m := Wo,1 · (h
tf
A )l=1,p=1,m where m ∈ {x, y, z} (B28)
sA := Wo,2 · (h
tf
A )l=0,p=1 (B29)
where Wo,0, Wo,1 and Wo,2 are learnable linear layers.
B.4.6 Electron densities ρ(~r)
Both the ground truth and predicted electron densities ρ(~r) are represented in a set of atomic-orbital-






(Φρ)νAlmA (~r) · d
νAlm
A where νA ∈ {ν}zA (B30)
which is similar to the approach employed in [42]. The details on the definition of {Φρ} and the
procedure to compute the density coefficients dνAlmA are given in Appendix F.2. For the focus here,











where Wdz,l are learnable linear layers with weights specific to each chemical element z and rep-
resentation index l. This atom-centered expansion scheme compactly parameterizes the predicted
density ρθ(~r). We emphasize that all the parameters in UNiTE, except for this density pooling layer,
do not depend on the atomic numbers z.
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C Technical aspects and model implementation
Efficient GPU evaluation of spherical harmonics and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In our
implementation, all the operations related to group representations of O(3) are realized through
element-wise operations and gather-scatter operations on arrays, without the need of recursive
computations at runtime that are difficult to parallelize on GPUs. The real spherical harmonics
(RSHs) are computed based on Equations 6.4.47-6.4.50 of [70], which only requires computing
element-wise powers on arrays and a linear combination with pre-tabulated coefficients. The Clebsch-
Gordan (CG) coefficients are first tabulated using their explicit expressions for complex spherical
harmonics (CSHs) based on Equation 3.8.49 of [10], and are then transformed to RSH CG coefficients
with the transformation matrix between RSHs and CSHs [71]. We also claim our strategy to be better
scalable to physical spaces of higher dimensions.
Multiple input channels. UNiTE can be directly extended to N -body tensors that have extra
feature dimensions, through applying a learnable linear layer Win ("Linear" in Figure 3) to transform
and fold them into a fixed-size channel dimension. Each channel is then shared among a subset of
convolution channels (indexed by i), instead of using one convolution kernel for all channels i.
For example, the tensorial molecular representations O introduced in Section B.2 is a stack of 2-body
tensors; for the numerical experiments of this work, they are mixed into N in input channels by Win
and we assign a convolution channel to each input channel.
Parameterization of αt~u. In general α
t,j
~u may be constructed by equivariant extensions of existing
set-to-scalar models such as Deep Sets [72] depending on the actual learning problem setup. In a case
where Gu = O(n), N = 2 and the local reference frames can be aligned with a global coordinate
system (e.g. in the quantum chemistry tasks considered in this study), we propose to parameterize
αt~u := α
t















where MLP denotes a 2-layer MLP, Wtα are learnable linear functions and nα denotes the number
of attention heads (i.e. length of atAB). κ(·) can be chosen as a set of radial basis functions shared
across all update steps t, and its functional form may be determined based on the application domain.
For the learning tasks of interest in this work, we use Morlet wavelet basis functions for κ:












ξk(x) := exp(−γk · x2) · cos(πγk · x) (C3)
where Wtκ are learnable linear functions and nα denotes the number of attention heads (i.e. length
of atAB), and γk are learnable frequency coefficients initialized as γk = 0.3 · (1.08)k where k ∈
{0, 1, · · · , 15} in this work. The attention mechanism (C1) improves the network capacity without
increasing memory costs as opposed to explicitly expanding T, which in spirit coincides with a
scheme recently proposed in SE(3)-transformers [11].
Restricted summands in Clebsch-Gordan coupling. For computational efficiency, in the
Clebsch-gordan coupling (10) (i.e., (A18)) of a point-wise interaction block, we further restrict
the angular momentum indices (l1, l2) within the range {(l1, l2); l1 + l2 < lmax, l1 ≤ n, l2 ≤ n}
where lmax is the maximum angular momentum considered in the implementation.
Incorporating geometric information. For quantum chemistry tasks, the point cloud of atomic
nuclei coordinates R is also known in addition to the tensorial molecular representation T. In that
case, we can feasibly incorporate the geometric information of atom center positions R through















Table D1: The model hyperparameters for UNiTE used in this work.
Symbol Meaning Defined in Value(s)
N h Total number of feature channels in ht Sec. A.3, (6) 256
N hlp
Number of feature channels for each
representation group (l, p) in ht Sec. A.3, (6) See Table D2
t1
Number of convolution-message-passing
update steps Sec. 4 4
t2
Number of post-update point-wise
interaction blocks Sec. 4 4
N in Number of input channels Sec A.8.1 8
N i Number of convolution channels i (A11) i.e. (3),Sec. A.3 8
N j Number of attention heads j (A12) i.e. (4),Sec. A.3 8
dMLP Depth of MLPs MLPs in (9)-(11) 2
σ Activation function MLPs in (9)-(11) Swish [73]
N ξ Number of Radial basis functions ξ (C3) 16
Estimation scheme for (µ, σ) for EvNorm in
a point-wise interaction block during updates (A14) i.e. (8) BatchNorm [28]
Estimation scheme for (µ, σ) for EvNorm in
post-update point-wise interaction blocks (A14) i.e. (8) LayerNorm [29]
Total number of parameters - 2.1M
Table D2: The number of feature channels N hlp for each representation group (l, p) of ht used in this
work across all values of t. Note that lmax = 4.
N hlp l = 0 l = 1 l = 2 l = 3 l = 4
p = +1 128 48 24 12 6




denotes the direction vector between atomic centers A and B, and Wl,tR,i are
learnable linear functions.
Matching layers. For this implementation, the operations of matching layers ρ and ρ† are then
simply to ‘drop’ or ‘zero-pad’ the p = −1 components to ht, since the atomic orbitals used for define
the 2-body tensor O are representation of SO(3) and do not contain negative parity components.
Time complexity. The asymptotic time complexity of our model is O(BN it1 + dC), where d
denotes the size of each dimension of T, B denotes the number of non-zero entries in T, and C
denotes the number of elements in each diagonal sub-tensor Tu.
D Hyperparameters and training setups
D.1 Model hyperparameters
We use the same set of model hyperparameters to obtain all numerical experiment results on open
benchmarks reported in this work. The hyperparameters employed in this work are summarized in
Table D1 and Table D2. The model used for zero-shot generalization on down stream chemistry tasks
also employs this set of hyperparameters with the only difference of using LayerNorm [29] for mean
µ and variance σ estimates in all EvNorm layers. This choice is made to improve model robustness
when applied to extrapolative molecular geometries which can be thought as adversarial samples.
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D.2 Training
For all training setups we use the Adam optimizer [74] with maximal learning rate 5 × 10−4 and
parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ε = 10−4. The loss function denoted as L below refers to a
SmoothL1Loss function [75]. Batch sizes and the total number of epochs are adjusted for different
benchmarks to account for their vastly different training set sizes, as detailed below. We did not
employ additional regularization techniques such as weight decay or early stopping.
QM9. For QM9 tasks we optimize the model using the loss L(y, yθ) for each target y. We use a
batch size of 64, and a learning rate schedule of first performing linear warmup for 100 epochs to the
maximal learning rate followed by a cosine learning rate annealing [76] for 200 epochs. Models are
trained on a single Nvidia Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB GPU, taking around 36 hours for each training
run.
MD17. For MD17, we optimize the model by simultaneously training on energies E(R) and forces
F(R), using the following loss function:











Following previous works [21, 24], we set cF to 100 Å. For each molecule in MD17, we use the 1000
geometries of the ‘train 01’ subset given by [39] for training. We use a batch size of 16, and train
the model on a single Nvidia Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB GPU for 500 epochs using a cosine decay
learning rate schedule, taking around 6 hours for each training run.
Electron densities. For electron density, we train on the L2 density loss
Lρ(ρ, ρθ) :=
∫
||ρ(~r)− ρθ(~r)||2d~r = (d− dθ)T Sρ (d− dθ) (D2)
where the density coefficients d :=
⊕
A,νA,l,m
dνAlmA are defined in (B30), and S
ρ is the overlap
matrix of the density fitting basis {Φρ}. A detailed derivation for the RHS of (D2) can be found in the
appendix of [77]. We use a batch size of 64 and a cosine annealing learning schedule for training; we
train the model on a single Nvidia Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB GPU for 2000 epochs on the BfDB-SSI
dataset taking 10 hours, and for 500 epochs on the QM9 dataset taking 120 hours.
The model for down stream chemistry tasks (Sec. 5.4). The training dataset (see F.1) contains
different geometries bη for each molecule η in the dataset. We train on a loss function following [35]:
LG(E(η, bη), Eθ(η, bη)) := L(E(η, bη), Eθ(η, bη)+cG·L(E(η, bη)−E(η, b̂η), Eθ(η, bη)−Eθ(η, b̂η))
(D3)
where b̂η is a geometry randomly sampled from all the geometries {bη} of each molecule η within
each mini-batch during training. We use cG = 10 in this work. We train the model for 125 epochs on
six Nvidia Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB GPUs with data parallelism, using a total batch size of 96 and a
cosine annealing learning rate schedule taking 50 hours.
E Supplementary experimental results
E.1 Ablation studies
We perform ablation study to verify the effectiveness of our proposed normalization scheme, Equiv-
ariant Normalization (EvNorm). For baseline, we replace Equation 9 and Equation 11 with:
f tu = MLP1(||htA||) htu (E1)
ht+1u = h
t
u + MLP2(||qu||) qu (E2)
which is similar to the ‘gated nonlinearity’ employed in some equivariant neural networks such
as [2, 25]. Gated nonlinearity also preserves equivariance, but do not enforce constraints on the scale
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of the vector outputs. As shown in Table E1, using EvNorm clearly improves generalization on a
representative task and is significantly more robust with respect to changing learning rates.
Table E1: Comparing EvNorm against a baseline, gated nonlinearity for learning U0 in QM9 with
different learning rate setups for 300 epochs of training using Adam [74]. Statistics reported in the
table indicates the prediction MAE (in meV) on the 10831-samples test set. FAIL indicates gradient
explosion within training causing NaNs in the training loss.






E.2 QM9 with uncertainty estimations
We provide the QM9 MAEs reported in Table 1 with additional confidence intervals for test errors,
obtained by statistical bootstrapping with sample size 5000 and 100 iterations.
Table E2: QM9 statistics for UNiTE with 95% confidence intervals (CI) obtained by bootstrapping.
Target Unit Test MAE Upper 95% CI Lower 95% CI
µ mD 6.3 6.1 6.6
α a30 0.036 0.034 0.038
εHOMO meV 9.9 9.5 10.1
εLUMO meV 12.7 12.4 13.0
∆ε meV 17.3 16.8 17.7
〈R2〉 a20 0.030 0.029 0.030
ZPVE meV 1.11 1.06 1.14
U0 meV 3.5 3.3 3.6
U meV 3.5 3.4 3.6
H meV 3.5 3.4 3.6
G meV 5.2 5.0 5.3
cv
cal
molK 0.022 0.0215 0.0225
F Dataset and computational details
F.1 Training datasets
The molecule datasets used in Section 5 are publicly accessible. The QM9 dataset [30] is released
under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) license. The original
MD17 dataset [38] is released under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International (CC BY-NC 4.0) license and the Revised MD17 dataset [39] is released under
the terms of Creative Commons Zero v1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0) license. The side-chain side-chain
interaction (SSI) subset of the BioFragment Database (BFDb) [41], which is referred to as BfDB-SSI
in Table 3, is accessed through the Quantum Chemistry Common Driver and Databases (QCDB)
of Psi4 [78] which is released under the terms of GNU Lesser General Public License version 3
(LGPL-3.0) License.
The dataset used for training the model described in Section 5.4 is collected from several different
sources. First 11,827 neutral SMILES strings were extracted from the ChEMBL database [79] which
is released under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA
3.0) Licence. For each SMILES string, up to four conformers were generated by Entos Breeze, and
optimized at the GFN1-xTB level.[66] Non-equilibrium geometries of the conformers were generated
using either normal mode sampling[80] at 300K or ab initio molecular dynamics for 200fs at 500K
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in a ratio of 50%/50%, resulting in a total of 178,836 structures An additional number 2,549 SMILES
string were extracted from ChEMBL, and random protonation states for these were selected using
Dimorphite-DL,[81] as well as another 2,211 SMILES strings which were augmented by adding
randomly selected salts from the from the list of common salts in the ChEMBL Structure Pipeline.[82].
For these two collections of modified ChEMBL SMILES strings, non-equilibrium geometries were
created using the same protocol descibed earlier, resulting in 21,141 and 27,005 additional structures
for the two sets, respectively. To avoid excessive bias towards the larger drug-like molecules from
ChEMBL, a number of SMILES strings were enumerated using a list of common bonding patters,
resulting in around 45,000 strings, from which a 9,830 subset was randomly sampled for which
conformers were generated through Entos Breeze. Lastly, to increase the accuracy for non-covalent
interactions, the molecules in the SSI and JSCH-2005 datasets were added to the training data set
well.[41, 83] In total, the data set consists of 237,298 geometries spanning the elements C, O, N,
F, S, Cl, Br, I, P, Si, B, Na, K, Li, Ca, and Mg. For each geometry DFT single point energies
were calculated on the dataset at the ωB97X-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory in Entos Qcore version
0.8.17.[68, 84, 85] Lastly, we additionally filtered the geometries for which DFT calculation failed
to converge or broken bonds between the equilibirum and non-equilibrium geometries are detected,
resulting in 235,818 geometries used for training the model described in Section 5.4.
F.2 Electronic structure computational details
The dipole moment labels ~µ for QM9 dataset used in Section 5.1 were calculated at the B3LYP level
of DFT theory with def2-TZVP AO basis set to match the level of theory used for published QM9
labels, using Entos Qcore version 1.1.0 [68, 86, 87]. The electron density labels ρ(~r) for QM9 and
BfDB-SSI were computed at the ωB97X-D3/def2-TZVP level of DFT theory using def2-TZVP-
JKFIT density fitting basis [88] for Coulomb and Exchange fitting, also as the electron charge density











where µ, ν are AO basis indices, ξ, γ are density fitting basis indices. Note that γ stands for the
combined index (A, νA, l,m) in (B30). P is the DFT AO density matrix, Sρ is the density fitting
basis overlap matrix, and Sµν;ξ are 3-index overlap integrals between the AO basis and the density
fitting basis {Φρ}.
F.3 Down-stream benchmark dataset details
We benchmark UNiTE on a number of well-established benchmark datasets that are representative
of a variety of chemical problems to which QM calculations are commonly applied. A common
task in drug-discovery research—ranking of drug-molecule conformations—is benchmarked via
the Hutchison dataset of conformers of 700 molecules.[44] This tests the ability of a model to tell
low-energy conformations from conformations with a higher energy. Torsional profiles benchmark a
model’s ability to describe the potential energy surface of intramolecular rotations, and are crucial
in describing the barrier between different conformational states of a molecule. We benchmark
UNiTE’s ability to accurately describe the energy barriers of such torsional profiles using the Tor-
sionNet500 benchmark set, which is the most diverse benchmark set available for this problem.[46]
For other properties, such as interaction energies and intra-molecular interactions, we use the two
corresponding the meta-subsets of the General Thermochemistry, Kinetics, and Non-covalent In-
teractions (GMTKN55) collection of 55 benchmark set.[45] The accuracy of the energy surfaces
was benchmarked by performing geometry optimizations. Following [65], we perform geometry
optimizations on the ROT34 dataset of small organic molecules and the MCONF dataset of melatonin
conformers [47, 48].
F.4 Summary statistics calculation
The standardized MAE and standardized log MAE for QM9 reported in Table 1 are computed
following the Appendix C of [24]. For the mean L1 electronic density error over the test sets reported
in Table 3, we note that two baseline methods used slightly different normalizations conventions,
(a) normalizing over the number of molecules in the test set [43] or (b) normalizing over the total
number of electrons in the test set [42]. We found the mean errors computed using normalization (b)
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is higher than (a) by ~5% for our results. We exactly follow their individual definitions for mean L1
density errors for comparisons in Table 3, i.e. using scheme (a) in row 3 but scheme (b) in row 2.
The values summarized in Table 4 were calculated as described in this section. The task "Drug
chemistry coverage" is calculated as the percentage of the molecules in the Hutchison conformers
benchmark set which only contain elements and charge states which are supported by the ML or
QM model. The "General chemistry coverage" metric is the percentage of subsets of the GMTKN55
benchmark set which only contain molecules for which the spin state, charge state, and element types
which are supported by the ML or QM model. "Conformer ordering" is calculated as the median R2
correlation coefficient comparing the conformer energies from a given model to the energies from
DLPNO-CCSD(T). In this task, the median R2 is calculated over the R2-values for every molecule,
and error bars are estimated by bootstrapping the pool of molecules. For torsion profiles, the mean
absolute error of the predicted torsional barriers is calculated over all 500 molecules in the dataset.
Again, error bars are estimated by bootstrapping in the pool of molecules. In the case of the reaction
energies and intra-molecular metasubsets of the GMTKN55 benchmark set collection, the updated
weighted mean absolute deviation (WTMAD-2) is calculated as described in Ref. 45. For every
ML or QM model, the WTMAD-2 is calculated over only the subsets of the two metasubsets for
which every molecule is composed of only spin states, charge states, and element types which are
supported by the ML or QM model. Error bars are obtained by bootstrapping within each subset and
propagation of error is used to infer the corresponding error on the WTMAD-2 metric.
Geometry optimization accuracy is reported as the Cartesian root mean square deviation (RMSD) of
the minimized geometry versus the reference level of theory (ωB97X-D3/Def2-TZVP) averaged over
molecules in the benchmark set. For methods where geometry optimization failed to converge on a
subset of molecules, the error is reported as “FAIL”.
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